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About This Software

Spriter makes it easy for anyone, regardless of experience, to create 2D game animations using a technique called Modular
Animation.

Unlike traditional animation which requires each frame to be hand-drawn, Spriter animations are made of individual sprite
pieces; these pieces can be rotated, transformed, and tweened along an animation timeline. This allows you to quickly create

great looking animations in a fraction of the time while requiring significantly less art.

Spriter also takes advantage of skeletal animation. Create a skeleton using the bone tool, attach images to each bone, and finally
animate the bones with Spriter's vast array of user-friendly animation tools. The result: a fully animated sprite using your own

graphics.

Spriter is great for animating characters, user interfaces, power-ups, combat animations and more! Even if you've never
animated before, Spriter provides you with an easy to understand, yet powerful toolset allowing you to jump right in!

Spriter Pro includes the Essentials versions of all of our Animated Art Packs, free to use in any of your game projects. Once
you install Spriter Pro It they will be located in the following location:

/SteamApps/common/Spriter/Art Packs/Essentials

Key Features:

Using keyframes you can quickly lay out major frame changes. Frames in-between the keyframes are then automatically
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created. You can then edit individual frames as desired to make your animations really shine.

Animations can be exported as spritesheets, animated GIF files, sequential images and more.

Reuse your previous animations by incorporating them in new ones. Create perfect, smooth transitions and varieties that
save time by working with animations you've already created.

Adjust animation easing with several curve settings to help make your animations more lifelike.

Create pixel perfect retro style animations with Pixel Art Mode.

Spawn bullets, particle effects, or anything that requires precise locations and angles.

Set up guide lines and load in background images to work on top of.

Seperate characters into important collision areas.

Inverse Kinematics.

Change a bone's parent, add or remove bones, or even change sprite pieces mid-animation.

Import sound effects and even use lip-syncing with built-in Papagayo support.

Use Animation Data Directly In Your Game:

Animations are recreated in real-time using the sprite piece images just like in Spriter.

Animations are much smoother and require drastically less memory as compared to sprite-sheets.

Manipulate animations via game events.

Reuse your animation data for completely new characters or character customizations. Perfect for characters who gain
new clothing, equipment etc.

Spriter animations can be imported with full feature support in Unity and Construct 2. There are also free, open source,
fully featured reference implementations for using Spriter files in C#, C++, JavaScript, and MonoGame. Spriter support
on many more programming languages, frameworks, and game authoring tools coming soon!
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Title: Spriter Pro
Genre: Animation & Modeling, Design & Illustration, Utilities
Developer:
BrashMonkey
Publisher:
BrashMonkey
Release Date: 14 Nov, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows® Vista / 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: Intel® Pentium® 4 2.0 GHz equivalent or faster processor

Storage: 150 MB available space

Additional Notes: RAM usage requirements scale depending on the amount of graphics used.

English
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Decent art but the puzzles are too obscure. It is essentially a hidden object game with you being tasked to find multiple copies of
the same object but the objects are not hidden in any sensible place.. Tried this at Samsung Gear VR last year. Great to have it
also on Oculus
. What can i say about this game?? Its inspired in the old classics, and definitively worth to be called a classic on its on.
Its not very long game when compared with some of the old classics JRPGs, but its easily a good time spend playing it.

The skill system is good enough, although i always prefer to have more options, but i'm not complaining.
The characters are very charismatics and each one of then has their on rol on the story to unfold.
The Story is the high point of the game, its a classic, with mystery, love, betrayal, hate and friendship.

There are some flaws of course,
I didn't like the enemies design at all, except some bosses, generally they are generic RPG maker monsters.

Overall its a great game!
Everyone that is, like myself, a little attached to jrpgs from the snes era should play this game, if you haven't played the classics,
you should play this one, its worth the time.. AWESOME GAME!!!. The developers have stopped support\/development a long
time ago. Stormy development history. Active servers reduced to one. Developers moved on. Price reduced to sell. Active
population is nothing. Regardless of how pretty the game looks I would advise against purchasing it as it's future is very
uncertain and your investment is most likely going to be poor value. Game may have had potential at one time but with
developers walking away, the game will never see that potential.

I originally (positive) supported the developers on 'The (original) Repopulation' and 'Fragmented' but for various reasons it has
ended up a failed project that the developers have walked away from and left the customers hanging. What is the real blame is
anyone's guess as it is hard to work out fact from fiction. But Fragmented is effectively dead now.. 5min of this game
https://youtu.be/8LFAVWxGw6w

Manos is a 2d platformer (think mario)
You have a gun with unlimited ammo and there is also a shot gun that can be found that shoots 3 Shots but if you get hit its back
to the revolver.
Its basic platform stuff. shot enemies, jump obstacles/pits, and fight a boss at the end of each level.
there is also a shooter board where you fly a plane also a few side scrolling boards and a vertical scroller.
There is a hand of Manos on each level to find and if you get them all at the end you'll say something different and your family
will be there.
The difficulty only effect item drops so you'll get less health the harder the setting and on nightmare you'll get no health, 1ups,
or shotguns.
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You can also unlock Targo if you beat the game once and he plays the same as the other guy, with the same story but he has no
cut scenes and Mike will show up in place of Targo.. Best Action/Adventure game of 2016. Highly recomend, especially if
you're Polish, or still use a Pentium 4.. Its a good game! Its addictive yet fun.. if you dont get too mad at it. Maybe look towards
expanding? (More levels, Bonus levels, abilities etc) Just a suggestion,
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The citizen kane of early access games. This changed my life forever.. one of the best platformers in steam and a shiny gem

1-random rooms everytime you start in base
2-loot and crafting
3-base building
4-quests
5-the theme of toys is cool
6-tons of everything (monsters,weapons,skills and more)
7-challenging difficulty
8-there is a story
9-so addictive

10\/10. If you are wrestling fan and prefer backstage part of it instead of playing matches, this game is for you. It is shame that
this is tha last and only one aviable on steam. They should add more recent ones from this franchise.. Zu schwer,wenig
erklärungen..wenn meine Gepanzerten Fahrzeuge mit einem Schuss sterben,und ein Schuss genügt 20 Reiter zu töten läuft etwas
falsch..dazu muss man wissen das der gegner dazu eine größere Reichweite hat was Kanonen angeht,und man eine Begrenzte
Anzahl an Einheiten hat. dadurch das der Gegner nur Sekunden zum Nachladen braucht kann man nichtmal nahe genug ran um
ihn zu treffen,teils sieht man sie nichtmal und ist schon zerstört. Not recommended specially for newbies. Highly Pay to win..
This game became super addicting. I found this out due to my firned owning it on his xbox one, and I played it until 3 in the
morning. I beat all 10 levels in a couple hours, and it was super fun to do. I recommend this game to all, but make sure to grab a
couple friends and take turns, it gets really intense!. Nice little dity for bonus to game
Soundtrack alright but missing metadata
Artbook is good. Its get boring really fast the download is my fav part for some reason

Paper Shakespeare is out!:
http://store.steampowered.com/app/702940/Paper_Shakespeare_To_Date_Or_Not_To_Date/

Next one probably won't launch at midnight. We'll see how things pan out.

Expect to hear about Game 5 next week sometime.. Update #7:
Today's and tommorow's path will be small, I had to take some personal time, Monday will be properly adding the next main
mission.

Added:

-4th ambush added, I expect ambushes to total around 10, spread out through the story.

Fixed:

-Hard rock, and heavy metal difficulty enemy crossfire damage adjusted to the described amounts.

JOIN OUR DISCORD. Hotfix Update v1.0.0.2:
Hi all!

We have uploaded another update with fixes and issues discussed in the forums:
- Fixed: Toxicity Quest (Unable to complete Toxicity quest for Holm even after acquiring the experimental substances)
- Fixed: Nichie's Parcel Quest (Unable to give parcel to Nichie under certain circumstances)
- Fixed: Energy Drinks Price (Energy Drinks through dialogue in Chinese Restaurant should be for twenty credits according to
the dialogue, but in reality they did cost fifty.)
- Fixed: Broken Ladder (Broken ladder in Charlene's flat)
- Fixed: Minor Glitches (Visual glitches with some of the balustrades)
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- Fixed: Hole in Taijo Gangbase (Hole in Taijo Gangbase should not need to be jumped over)
- Fixed: Locker persistence (Able to go in and out and unlock and loot the lockers multiple times)
- Fixed: Reloading (Pressing R while already reloading consumed additional mags)
- Fixed: Camera Shake / Helpscreen (Disable camera shake in help screen)
- Fixed: Increased MaxHP Now Saves Properly (MaxHP raised through Endurance/Implants doesn't autosave)
- Fixed: Generator Manual (The manual for "Generator Puzzle" / Toxicity Quest / did not match the real sequence of steps that
needed to be taken in order to launch the generator.)
- Added: HealthBar Tooltip (current / max HP)
- Added: "Press R to Reload" hint; when holding a gun without ammo [yet with spare mags in your inventory]
- Added: "Out of ammo" hint; when holding a gun without ammo [and there are no more appropriate ammo mags in your
inventory]
- Added: Door (Additional door added to Chemical Factory [makes reaching Exp. Substances without solving the generator
puzzle more difficult])

Thanks for all the bugreports and feedback!
Your Dex Devs. Experimental Available For Testing:

Hello everyone!. Please take a minute to help me improve the game (5):
Hello guys! I am working on huge content patch right now, which is hopefully be released next week, meanwhile, once again, I
wanted to ask a couple of minutes of your time to complete a couple of simple polls to help me improve the game balance.

Which ship type you are using the most:

https://www.strawpoll.me/17937353

Which soldier classes you are using the most:

https://www.strawpoll.me/17937356

Which weapon types you are using the most:

https://www.strawpoll.me/17937369

On what difficulty you are playing usually:

https://www.strawpoll.me/17937373

Thank you for your time!. New poll on the website:
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From our last poll, it appears most people think custom combat units are more important than re-play or multi-player. We tend
to agree.
Great stuff, thanks all for voting!

That poll has been up for a few months so it was due time for a new one. New patch available (Version 1.18):
Dear investigators,
We have uploaded the new version 1.18. This time we bring the final balance to a new character, plenty of visual improvements,
and additional information for the player. See the details:

News and improvements:
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